
COMMUNITY   WORKING   TOGETHER – Mahi tahi!!

Rangers’ Report – February & March 2022
Operational Summary...
Tena koutou katoa

The warm, humid La Nina weather pattern continued during February and March and has strongly influenced the natural
activity in and around the reserve. The excellent growth season has had several implications for pests, predators, weeds
and our native species too. Mid to late summer food sources (such as seeds and fruits) have been far higher than
average and pest animals have responded by breeding at higher than average rates to match the food source. As a
result, we have very recently seen an increased influx of rodents into Bream Head Scenic Reserve and the surrounding
properties too, where they were previously well suppressed by our local efforts. The Trust’s network of rodent toxin
stations has taken a pounding from all these extra hungry rodents as they make their way back into the reserve habitat.
In order to do our best to mitigate this increase, our dedicated rangers and volunteers have stepped up the toxin
checks, especially on the northside of the reserve where we have seen the highest uptake of the Pindone toxin. We will
continue to monitor this part of the programme closely over the coming months.

Pest plants such as moth plant have really enjoyed the conditions, growing at alarming rates every day. Moth plant
areas we had previously suppressed to a contained status have exploded with growth and our limited budget and
resources are just not able to keep up with the reinfestation of mature plants in these sites. The forest restoration team
of volunteers have done their part and we have had contractors targeting mature plants in the worst areas, however
more funds and boots on the ground are really needed in this space.

But it's not all bad news, the climatic conditions are excellent for our native species too, with food sources abundant for
them to enjoy. Last season's juveniles are being seen everywhere in great numbers and Bellbird/korimako can be heard
throughout a day's walk through the ngahere (forest) which is so heartening and uplifting! Kiwi chicks will be loving the
large invertebrate biomass on offer for their palate as the recent mouse control site tracking tunnel survey showed
invertebrate numbers at the highest abundance in Trust records (see the March monitoring table below). I highly
recommend a walk over the reserve ridge at this time of year, taking your time to stop and look and listen for some of
these manu singing away to their prospective mates.

There’s been plenty more activity on and off the reserve throughout February and March such as the biennial lizard
survey (results still being analysed), a lot of tree, drain and vegetation clearance along the public tracks with the wet
weather and heavy deadfall, extensive work on the new fresh-look, modern BHCT website by the communications
committee, predator free camera checks and data analysis, continued development of the native plant nursery shade
house, many hours on fundraising bids and reports and and all those highly critical meetings at the governance level
too. Read on for more data and detail about the project over late summer 2022.



Monthly predator control results: February 2022
BHSR LTR & Buffer

Pest/
Predator

Total #
caught this
month
BHSR.

# caught
this month
previous
year in
BHSR.

# of total rats
caught this
month
Norway or
Ship rats?

Total # caught
inside res. this
month (i.e. not on
boundary/buffer).

Total # caught
inside res. this
month previous yr
(i.e. not on
boundary/buffer).

# caught
2022
YTD

# caught
2021
YTD.

Total #
caught this
month LTR.

Total #
caught
this month
BUFFER.

Rat 7 9 7 Ship rats 5 of 7 3 of 9 18 16 2 1
Possum 0 1 - 0 1 of 1 2 1 0 0
Stoat 2 0 - 2 of 2 0 8 4 1 0
Weasel 0 2 - 0 0 2 3 0 0
Ferret 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0
Feral cat 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mouse 0 6 - 0 1 of 6 5 9 3 0
Hedgehog 0 0 - 0 0 3 2 1 0
Totals 9 18 - 7 of 9 5 of 18 38 35 7 1
Analysis:

● Total catches half that for the same month in 2021
● The two stoats caught were just inside the boundary at the eastern end of the reserve where most predator ingress occurs.

KEY: BHSR – Bream Head/Te Whara Scenic Reserve. LTR – Load the Road (All Ocean Beach Road).
BUFFER – Private land b/t BHSR and Ocean Beach Road.

Monthly predator control results: March 2022
BHSR LTR & Buffer

Pest/
Predator

Total #
caught this
month
BHSR.

# caught
this month
previous
year in
BHSR.

# of total rats
caught this
month
Norway or
Ship rats?

Total # caught
inside res. this
month (i.e. not on
boundary/buffer).

Total # caught
inside res. this
month previous yr
(i.e. not on
boundary/buffer).

# caught
2022
YTD

# caught
2021
YTD.

Total #
caught this
month LTR.

Total #
caught
this month
BUFFER.

Rat 20 7 9 Norway/11 Shi 9 of 20 3 of 7 38 23 10 5
Possum 0 2 - 0 1 of 2 2 3 0 1
Stoat 0 1 - 0 1 of 1 8 5 1 1
Weasel 3 9 - 2 of 3 2 of 9 5 12 0 0
Ferret 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0
Feral cat 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mouse 19 3 - 0 of 19 1 of 3 24 12 4 0
Hedgehog 0 0 - 0 0 3 2 1 0
Totals 42 22 20 11 of 42 9 of 22 80 57 16 7

Monthly Species monitoring results/updates: March 2022
Species Method Location Residual tracking

index %
Residual tracking
index %

Status/comment

Mice Insects

Mice & Insects Tracking Tunnels
(1 night survey) Kakerakau SIte 40.00 63.33

Mice - 33.33% higher than May 2021
Insect - 6% higher than May 2021

Kakerakau CONTROL site 36.00 70.00
Mice - 30% higher than May 2021
Insect - 20% higher than in May 2021

Placostylus Site 36.67 90.00
Mice - 10% higher than May 2021
Insects - 66.67% higher than May 2021!!

Placostylus CONTROL Site 43.33 76.67
Mice - 6% higher then May 2021
Insects - 43% higher than May 2021!

Analysis:
● Big autumn 2022 rodent spike, has pushed the total caught rate up for March 2022 compared to March 2021.
● Buffer and LTR - Increased number of rodents caught also. 2 stoats and possum caught - pests that won’t reach the reserve!

KEY: BHSR – Bream Head/Te Whara Scenic Reserve. LTR – Load the Road (All Ocean Beach Road).
BUFFER – Private land b/t BHSR and Ocean Beach Road.
Kakerakau site - The site of the endemic Beam Head/Te Whara skink.
Placostylus site - The site of the Placostylus hongii (endemic NZ Flax Snail)



Advanced camera detection results:

It is very exciting to finally bring this new section in the report to you now that BHCT trust has four months of data in
from the active network of 33 trail cameras paired to automated lure dispensers throughout Bream Head Scenic
Reserve. The cameras are spaced at a rate of one per 25ha, which is the recommendation according to ongoing
research conducted by Zero Invasive Predators (ZIP) to cover the home range of predator species such as possums,
stoats, weasels, ferrets and cats. The cameras can give instant absence/presence data and with results-over-time
analysis, trends in population abundance can also be gathered at far greater detail than ever before. This density of
detection devices also provides good insight into other animal pest/predator abundance such as rats, mice and
hedgehogs etc. And another added benefit you may have noticed in the graph below is that we can use this system to
monitor the outcome of the species we are trying to protect and establish, such as kiwi! Where this technology has even
greater benefit over traditional monitoring/detection devices is that it is in operation 24/7, which in turn provides
increased data information - greater data sets improve the accuracy of the standardised algorithms used in the indexing
of species abundance.

In the graph below you will see the initial trending of species, that are attracted to the mayonnaise lure ejected from
the automated lure dispenser the camera focuses upon (please note this is only relatively early data and will need
longer term datasets before variables such as seasonal and climatic changes average out the results over time). Both
animal pest and native species are represented and it's fantastic to see that kiwi actually top the list of abundance of all
the species monitored - a great outcome already. For the first time ever we have a greater idea of the real abundance of
stoats and cats in a given area like Bream Head/Te Whara - no more information deficit on stoats/cats, or speculation
on how many there might be in an area without monitoring. The Trust really looks forward to gathering more of this
sensitive species data going forward and building a better picture of both pests and native species and how
management activities really affect their abundance reactions.



Update from the Predator Free Whangarei
project

Written by: Joanne Kim- Communications and Engagement
Coordinator Predator Free
Northland Regional Council  »  Te Kaunihera ā rohe o Te
Taitokerau

We are beginning to ‘liven up’ our devices in Te
Whara/Bream head, meaning bait stations will be filled with
toxins and traps activated! Thanks to the decades of
conservation efforts by BHCT, and as evidenced by the trail
camera data, the possum numbers are already very low in
this area so we hope it will be a ‘possum free’ zone soon.
With the catch data from our live leghold traps and the trail
camera data we’ll be getting a good indication of our
efficacies in the coming weeks. Following on from this mahi
we will also begin to liven up our traps in Taurikura, where
we have discovered an abundance of possums – 60% of our
cameras in the area have detected them.

Photo right: PFW biosecurity officers Riley Edwards
(standing) & Zac Coffin install a Possum leghold trap with
remote reporting node.

Photo Below: PFW biosecurity officers Gaelyn Dewhurst
(right) & Oly Hopwood check a possum detection trail
camera.



Meet a volunteer…
Written by BHCT volunteer coordinator Jenny Lawrence

We have many fantastic volunteers at Bream Head and always feel exceptionally fortunate to have as volunteers and
nearby residents, Pete and Cathy Mitchell.

Pete and Cathy have long careers in conservation work having been the rangers for Matakohe/ Limestone Island and
also the first contract rangers at Bream Head who were integral to planning and installing our first trap lines on the
reserve.  Additionally, while moving across the steep terrain, they  also made significant discoveries such as a new
species of skink. (the Bream Head skink).

Cathy is a retired vet who has become one of New Zealand’s seabird experts and helps annually with the returning
oi/grey faced petrel population at the burrow nesting site in the far reaches of Te Whara.

After Pete retired from his role as ranger at Bream Head, he has been a key advisor on many projects and is always
ready and willing to step in to help in challenging and difficult situations.

As you would imagine, they are sought after for their experience and are often enjoying the adventure of working on
our pest free offshore islands with the Northern New Zealand Seabird Trust and other projects around New
Zealand/Aotearoa.

We are lucky to have their high-level expertise and willingness to continue their important roles as volunteers at Bream
Head.

Cathy and Pete in their element preparing monitoring equipment.



Rangers’ reports… Written by BHCT ranger Keith Townsend:

I’ve been appreciating the cooler, less humid days on the hill and enjoying seeing many of our native trees covered in
berries with birds happily feeding on them. The epic weather has provided some stunning sights as well, including a
choice rainbow I saw over the ‘old woman’ rock from the radar station.

Load the Road and the buffer traps continue to perform well and the recent additions to the network above Capeys
Lane and Urquharts Bay have made a real difference. It has considerably reduced the number of pests making it into
the reserve from further up the peninsula. The number of stoats caught in this area compared to the reserve is
testament to this.

It has been another problem year for weeds on Bream Head, especially mothplant and climbing asparagus. The ranger
team with support from the dedicated volunteers of FoRT (FOrest Restoration Team)  have certainty put a dent in it but
we are not adequately resourced to do to the full effort required and so, stopping mature plants from seeding is still our
focus. With some more targeted funding in the future we could go from a containment to an elimination focused
strategy.

If you want to get amongst some weeding, FoRT has an upcoming meetup on Sunday 15th May, 9am at Bream Head
HQ. Come with sturdy boots, sustenance for 2 hours of physical work and a good attitude. Moderate fitness required.
We always finish with a cuppa and morning tea on the picnic tables.
See you there!

If any of you are interested in joining our Forest Restoration Team (FoRT) to tackle the easier to reach weeds in and
around the reserve, and enjoy the social side of meeting like-minded people please Contact me (Keith) if you would like
to join the mailing list.
keithhtownsend@gmail.com

mailto:keithhtownsend@gmail.com


Rangers’ reports continued…
Written by BHCT ranger Hadden Morrison:

February was a great month for variety as I worked doing the usual BHCT lines and classifying images but also
installing 170 sentry bait stations (targeting possums) between Proctors Beach and Kauri Mountain. It was a contract
with Predator Free Whangarei that BHCT was interested in getting for many reasons, perhaps the main reason being
that we have our suspicions most of the predators we see in the reserve come from that area. I had a little help from
Ngawaru and Kruger from Ngati Wai/Aki Te Here and we were blessed with relatively good weather and views to die
for. Unfortunately there's a lot of weeds out on the DOC dunelands, something that needs to be addressed before we
see any real reduction in other areas of the Heads. I believe these bait stations are due to be serviced during phase 2
of the PFW Whangarei project - so hopefully soon!

March was a bit of a weird one with a few different projects on the go there seemed to be a few balls in the air but we
muddled through and are seeing some fruits of our labour. I accompanied Adam for a day doing the lizard survey
which was interesting and a bit of a privilege to spot a Pacific Gecko - unfortunately too quick for me to grab so we
missed the weigh and measure. Keith and I followed that with a couple of days of weeding moth plant above Urquharts
Bay and Alphonses. Targeting moth plant at this time of year is relatively easy with the flowers and pods developing -
something we really need more funding/support for. Replacing the Double Tap with Pindone was a weighty job but one
that was urgently required after seeing less uptake on the DT. Then there was vespex, the smelly old toxin that keeps
us safe and saves a bunch of insects, year after year from German wasps. It's noticeable how effective this stuff is.
When you walk in the bush in Reotahi you're almost guaranteed to get stung. Thanks to the crew who installed this, it's
hard to physically see the benefit but it's there...

The nursery or shade house is a project that was started before I started working for BHCT and has always kind of
taken a back seat due to time constraints and prioritising pests but it's starting to take shape, we've levelled the area,
built the wicking beds, built the tables (a bit wobbly due to using free wood!), dug in the supports, cut and screwed on
the ribs, dropped a fence and run some electric fence around the perimeter. We still have plenty to do like getting sand
to site to level the wicking beds, lining the wicking beds, attaching the shade cloth, installing the watering system and
of course planting seeds but when time permits we'll continue to tackle the tasks.

We've been seeing good numbers of Kiwi on the cameras and no increase on stoats. The cameras on F West and F
Central both 'caught' a possum but I'm told that the possum was actually caught in a trap on F Line! So, that's
extremely satisfying to see our/your work picking up these individuals - have faith!

Predator Free 2050 / Northland Regional Council are set to make the leg holds we took into the reserve go live in the
next week - this will be interesting to see if they pick up anything. There is a node attached to each leg hold - the node
will notify NRC staff that something has tripped the trap and then one of their staff will come to investigate. We are
hoping for very little catches (if any) but only time will tell.

Despite feeling a bit old and having a few aches, I'm really enjoying the beauty of my lines; SW mustelids, NW
boundary, C & A West and AU, B, M, Lower Placo. Like many others have found the uptake of toxin on the North side
has been high and the most recent SW mustelid caught 7 rats - so the pests are moving back into the ngahere - stay
vigilant!



Weed of the Month
(from the Whangarei Heads Weed Action website http://weedaction.org.nz/weed-of-the-month/)

March 2022 -Wild Ginger
Wild Ginger (also known as kahili ginger, ginger lily) is a massive
threat to our forests and natural landscape. Birds spread the seed, and seedlings can establish in the deep
shade, forming dense mats of rhizomes, suppressing all regeneration, and causing canopy collapse.

Wild Ginger can destroy our forests from the inside out. If left unchecked, it will replace the bush with a
dense monoculture.

YOU can help KNOCK it out!

Join Weed Action for a community working bee by emailing or contacting your community network or street
to do a ‘KNOCK OUT’ in your backyard.

With your help we will be able to free our native habitat from this invasive plant….

Please post pictures of your ‘KNOCK OUT’ so that we can build community awareness about this ‘SUPER
SPREADER’ weed and the great community effort underway.

Weed Action will provide instruction, gloves and equipment at the event.

If you can’t make it to an event, slash the stems and remove any seed heads to a mulch, dig out rhizomes
and take to the landfill.

For more information on how to identify and control Wild Ginger click here.

https://weedaction.org.nz/wild-ginger/#:~:text=Wild%20ginger%20is%20shade%20tolerant,smother%20native%20plants%20preventing%20regeneration.


Coming up in April/May:
Rodent Tracking Tunnel survey… The autumn full reserve tracking tunnel survey will be conducted in Mid May
to provide management data about rodent abundance in the reserve.

Volunteer refresher and social events… the Trust will host two refresher training sessions for our dedicated
volunteers to keep them sharp and skilled up. These will be followed by a social gathering to celebrate our wonderful
team and project.

Nursery Shadehouse mahi…work will continue to develop our Nursery shadehouse, a native plant nursery
expert will be consulted to provide a specific working plan for the ongoing propagation of the Trust’s revegetation
plants.

Mauri ora - Keep well my friends!

Adam Willetts
(Head Ranger/Project Manager)
M: 021 155 7380
e: bhctrangers@gmail.com
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